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INTRODUCTION. 
Plyrnouth county lies onthe western border of the stat~ and 
is the third s6uthofMinnesota, Sioux and Lyon counties inter-
vening.To the east ,- is CheJ;okeeeounty and to the south is 
Woodbury. On the west it is separa,ted by the Big Sioux 
river from Unionco:unty,~Sbuth·Dakota.' - The western bound-
ary of the county, being 'formed by the, river is an irregular 
north-south line. The remaining boundaries are simple land 
lines. The area extends twenty-four miles from north to 
south and froin thirty-four to forty-one mileseast an.d west. 
It includes townships 90 to 93 north and portions of ranges 43 
to 49 west. The total area is 860 square miles or 490,400 -
acres. '_ 
-To the fact that the county nowhere touchesth~ -Missouri " 
,river, the great highway of early commerce, is due the further ' 
fact that' theexposureswithinitslimits werehot much.'stuqied -' 
by the various geologists who in ear]jer,years visited Sioux,: 
_ City and contributed to our knowledgE:} of Woodbury ~qunty.*, --
The exposures along the Sioux as far north as the mbuthof 
Broken Kettle were probably visited by several of these 
earlier ex-plorers, but our knowledge of the geology of the 
county begins With the visit made to it by White and St. John.t. 
Subsequently Toddpu1;>lished notes oil the geology of the 
region:\: ,'and has more recently published two valua:l)le papers 
covering adjacent portions of-South Dak<;>ta .. ** SQon after the 
organization of the present Suryeythe county~~svisited -, by 
Prof. Calvin and' certain preliminary results have been pu.b-
lished. § Later a section along the Big Sioux w-asmadeby the 
present w~iter, II and the neighboring c~nty to the southward. -
was reported on in detail. tt In the course._; of this preliminary 
*See Geology of Woodbury county, IOWa Geol. Surv., vol. V, pp. 2fi5-et seq. 18911 • 
. tGeol. Iowa (Whlte) , 1870, pp. 229-232. -
§ Proc. Iowa Acad, Sci., vol. 1, pt. Iii, pp. 111-16. 1893. 
'**South Da.kota. Geol. Surv-. Bul. No, 1; Bul. U. S. Geol. Sllrv., ,No. 14,4:. 
*Iowa Geol. Surv., ,vol. [, pp.14,5-161. 1893; 'Ibid, vol. III, -pp. 210-23B 1895: Proc.lowa. 
Acad. !lei., vol. I, pt. til, pp, 7-12. 1893: Amer.Geol., vol. XI, pp. 000-307. 1893; ,vol. XLV, pp' 
140-161. iS9!: Proc. Amer. As Adv. Scl., vol. XVIIL 1891. 
U [owa. Geol. Surv., vol. Ill, pp_ 98-114. 1895, 
tt Geology of Woodbury county. lows. Geol. Suiv., vol. V, pp. 2U-21l9. 1896. 
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work and some later excursions through portions of the county 
a number -of notes were accumulated and within -the last 
summer some weeks were spent in a further study of the area· 
as a whole; the-present report being the result. 
In the earlier work of the present Survey, as well as in that 
of its· predecessors, the problems of the drift and surface 
formations. were dealt .with but cursorily. The immediate 
ihterestwascentered in the indurated rocks. In the -work 
of the p·ast fi.eldseason it was the drift which was especially 
studied. __ The present is a report on the first area studied by 
the S'urveywith especial reference to the drift problems of 
northwestern Iowa. As such it necessarily is incomplete. 
Certain generalizations which present ~owledge indicates to 
be .correct may, when _ the neighboring areas are studied, 
need modification. 1i~nypoints must remain unsettled and 
many phenomena, for the present; unexplained. It has been 
thought better in writing the present paper to adopt as a 
wo:dringhypothesis that which seems at present most prob-
ably correct; the points of doubt ~eiiig indicated from time to 
time in t.?-e discussion. It is hoped-that-in this way doubtful 
'points may not be too much neglected and yet a useful report 
be made. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
-, 
The a"rea under discussion lies on the western or Missouri 
side o~ the great watershed which divides Iowa into two 
. . -
unequ~l portions. Its streams flow into the Missouri, directly 
orthrough tributary drainage. Its surface as a whole slopes 
- to that great waterway. The county forms a partially dis-
sected plain with th~ main towns located in the valleys. 
The elevation of the more important points in the county is 
- showp-in the following table, prepared from railway levels. 
Since the development of the drainage has been controlled by 
the ¥issouri at Sioux City the elevation of the flood plain 
and of low water at that point is given for comparison. 
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STATION. FEET. AUTHORITY. 
. .. 
'Akron ......... ,.. ............................ 1,155 C., M & St. P. Ry. 
Chatsworth. . ..... ~. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .. 1;152 C.,M. & St. P. Ry. 
Da.lton ..•..... ,............. .. ............. .. 1,212 S. C. & N.Ry. 
James ............ ,. . .............. ,......... 1,120 [I. C. Ry. 
KiIi·gsley ... '.' ..... ; .•... , •................. , • . • 1.,.2. 41 ... ·1 C& N ~ W. Ry. 
LeMars ............. , .. ~ .. ; ..... ,.. ............ 1,22! I. C. Ry. 
Merrill. , . . . . . . . . . . . .. , ... , .... , .. , .......... , 1,167··1. C. Ry. 
Oyens.... .. ...." , ............... : .. '" .. ".. 1,263. I.C. Ry. 
Remsen .................................. , ..... '\. 1,314 I.C. Ry. 
Seney.. ..................... ........ ........ 1,223 C., M.;St.P.& O.Ry. 
. Struble ..... ~, ...... '.' . , .. " ................. , .1 1,271 s. C .. & N. Ry .. 
Westfield............. ........ ................ 1,131 C., M. & St. P .. Ry .. 
Sioux City (railway station)".", ... , ...... , .. \ 1,104 1 C., M. &. St. P. Ry. 
Low water ......... ,.,',.,', .. ,.".,',...... 1,076 I Mo. Riv. Com. . 
Taking the elevation of a series of towns from east·towest 
a general slope toward the west is indicated. 
YJlET. 
Remsen ............ ;, ..... , ... , .. , ..................... 1,314 
Oyens .. ~ ........ , ........ '.' .....•..... ': .... , .. , .' , ... , ... ·1;263 
. Le Mars .... , , . , .. " ............... , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 1,224 
Dalton ......................... , ......................... 1;2l2 . 
Akron ........... : ...... ; ... " .: ... ' ............. , ...... 1,155 
. Compare also Struble, 1,271, and Chatsworth, 1,152; Merrill, 
1,167;. andW estfield, 1,131; Kingsley, 1,241, and Janies, 1,120. 
Such comparisons are confe.ssedl y inaccurate, since the various 
towns do not bear equivalent relations to streamwaysand val-
leys. They, however, indicate at least approximately the 
true relatiotls as mayhe seen by a comparison of upland sur-
. faces, calculated from barometer readings tied to railway 
levels~ 
FillET. 
Highland near Remsen ....................... ,. ;~ .... 1,404 
Le Mars ....................... : " ....... , 1,334 
Dalton ...................... ~.' : .. . . . . . .. 1,312 
Akron .. ~ .......................... ' ...... 1,27-5 
This comparison, however, neglects the divide. between the 
Floyd and the Big Sioux which was found in Preston town-
ship by barometer readings to be approximately 300 feet above 
Chatsworth. 

IOWA GEOT,OGIOAL SURVEY, PLATE XXV. 
FIG.1. Loess slopes along BrJken Kettle creek, immediately above the" shut in " at 
Milleneryville. 
FIG. 2. Loess slopes of the upland region:Plymouth county, 
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- The slope to the .south may be readily seen by following any 
given line in that direction. For example, Chatsworth, 1,152, 
W estfl,eld; 1~ 131, Struble, 1,271, ... Dalton, .1,212, Merrill, 1,167, 
James,. 1,120, ReDlSen, i,314,Kingsley, 1,241. The last com-
parison is the most significant,since it is between two points 
located upon different water course$.Chatsworth and West-
field are both in the valley of the Big Sioux; Struble and Dal-
ton, Merrill a.nd James lie in the Floyd valley. The base 
. . - . . . 
level of erosion inthesetwoyalh~ysjs in e~chcase controlled 
by low water mark at Si9uX City, 1;076. Re:p1sen, how~ver, 
lies in the v~Jley of Deep creek, a tributary of the- Floyd, 
while Kingsley- is in the_ valley ofthewest·fork of Little Sioux. 
In generai these elevations iIidicatean upland, lying at an 
elevation of a,bout·l,400feet, witn.a series of river valleys cut 
from 100 to 300~eetbelow it~The depth of most of these 
. valleys is controlled by low water mark at Sioux City and is 
. proportional at any point to the area drailledbythestream 
. above that point and to the distance from Sioux City. Along 
··any.stre~lll the altitude increa~es with the· distance· .( compare 
. . . 
Merrill, Dalton, Struble), while with the same dista:p.ce the 
altitude is inver&ely proportional to the size of the stream, or 
dependellt upon the area of the valley above (compare Struble 
and· Chatsworth). 
TopographicallyPlymouthcountyis divisible into two rather 
sharply contrasted -areas ; the major occupying much the larger 
· portion of the county and the minor being found in the south-
westeru·part.Ove:r the main portion of the county the topog-
l'aphyshows characteristic erosion curves and surfaces. The 
land forID:s are manife~~ly the result. of river and stream 
· erosion and the genera~ pl~in,. which is so characteristic an d 
striking a feature of the landscape, breaks up into a serie~ of 
· wide, shallo~ valleys. These digitate, and while in cross-~ee­
tion andgenera~appeara;nce-they seem to be poorly developed, 
a close study t)hows that they really control the drainage of 
the county quite exactly. The land is all drained and upland 
sloughs are almost unknown. The valleys. have long and 
29 G Rep. 
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gentle side-slopes,eighty feet per mile seeming to represent 
quite closely the average. Steeper slopes are only found at 
points of recent erosion. For example, along a smalltribu-
tary of Clear creek, joiningthatstream near Kingsley (Secs. 24, 
13 and 14, ElkhornTp.), the bluffs on the southwest side are 
quite abrupt and show slopes consider::,tbly steeper than are 
common in the region. Such phenomena are, however; due 
merely to local accidents of erosion. In gener~l the. slopes 
are long, gentle and unbroke~. _Wherever one looks he sees 
the same gentle rolling plain with a sky line which is almost, 
but not quite, even; a slightly sinuousoI' wavy line. The sur-
face is uniformly covered with loess and while,as will be later 
shown, the .latter ·is quite thin, perhaps not averaging more 
than six feet in thickness, there has been so little e:rosion 
since its deposition that it bas been quite rarely cut through. 
One may drive forty miles or more in almost any direction and. 
see nothing but loess and alluvium, and in the. whole of the 
easteFn portion of the county exposures of the su b-loessial 
beds are so rare that they may b~ counted upon the . fingers. 
The valleys in this region are well developed. They have 
fiat, and often relatively wide, bottom lands. The amount of 
alluvium may be important. Intbe perfection of the drainage 
system and the development of the bottom lands the valleys 
seem to require that one should allow a considerable period 
for their development. There are, however, certain other 
facts which ~must be taken into account, but which are best 
discussed in connection with the drift .. It is perhaps sufficient 
to say here that theerosion was manifestly accomplished 
before the deposition of the 16ess. . Since that period there 
, 
has been almost no erosion. 
In the southwestern portion of thecoufity there is a limited 
area which is topographically distinct from that just described. 
In a general way it may be defined as lying southwest of a 
line drawn from Westfield to James. In this area the pre-
dominant land forms are still those of erosion, but a very dif-
ferent typ'eof erosion from that of the other parts of the 
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county~ The slopes are much' steeper, and, abrupt bluffs 
abound. Indeed thelnter~stream areas stand up like peaks 
and spires, and the streams seem to wander between them 
where they may, rather than where they will. This region 
shows the characteristic and often described loess landscape 
with its bewildering complex of pointed, semi-detached hills, 
and winding, tortuous yard-wide divides. It marks young and 
vigo!ous erosion upon easily cut beds, which, though they 
can if need be, stand abrupt without grass covering, yet usually 
are beneath a surface of coarse prairie grass. The hills, with 
slopes often too steep for sod, hint to man of Nature's plan 
by developing a series of one-foot terraces, all but concealed 
below the grass. In this maZ8_ of hills, stream courses are 
erratic. One climbs a hill to get a synthetic view of the coun-
try and discovers instead but a larger and more complex ma~e 
of hills similar to that on which he stands. To the west is 
the broad bottom land of the Big Sioux and the Missouri, and 
out on theedge of the bottom land the hills push with frown-
ing bluffs an¢lsteep slopes, which. rise altogether 280 to 300 
feet from the water. At the base are exposures of Cretace~ 
ol1s, and above these rocks, drift occasionally shows. Where 
the earlier formations are not actually exposed their pres-
enceis often indicated, by the sharply moulded terrace of the 
Niobrara or scattered surface bowlders from the Qowlder clay. 
Along its inner border this topographic region is not always 
sharply ,defined. " At points it fades away, shading off into the 
normal drift-plain erosion forms, losing Its identity so gradu-
ally that one ca,n not, save arbitrarily, put down a line to 
limit it. At other points the line is very sharp. For exam-
ple, if one drives southeast from Westfield along the road 
which leads over the hills towards Millineryville, he will'see 
spread out to the east the broad, open valleys and gently 
rounded slopes characteristic of the eastern portion of the 
county. To the west, and rising above this eastern upland 
plain, are the jumbled peaks and narrow, closed-in valleys of 
the loess region. Again, if one drives down Broken Kettle 
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creek, he :finds at:first the smooth, gentle slopes and the wide, 
flat-bottomed valleyo! adrift-loess region. In section 23, of·Tp .. 
91 N.,R. XLVIII W., this valleyclosesinsharply.(Platexxv.) 
The bluffs rise abruptly, gaining an additional height of nearly 
fifty feet, and the bottom land disappears. For a valley to take 
on such characteristics towards its mouth, rather than towards 
its source, is certainly anomalous. Its explanation seems to 
lie in the fact that the loess of the southwestern part of the 
county, as defined above, is later than that overlying most of 
the region; that it is a wind deposit and has been whipped up 
on the hills and poured down into these older valleys. 
These two topographic regions, then, tell the story of an 
earlier period of river erosion· and a later period in which the 
action of the wind was dominant. 
DRAINAGE. 
The streams of Pl,ymouth county are all directly or indi-
rectly tributary to the Missouri. Much the major portion of . 
the area is drained by the Big Sioux and the Floyd with their 
various tributaries. The Big Sioux is the more important 
stream. It rises in South Da,kotaand for aboutseventy-:five 
miles forms the western boundary of the state, . Along Plym~ 
outh county it has a valley from one to three mi.les broad 
and with long gentle slopes rising 120 to 165 feet above the 
bottom land,~the river itself cutting thirty-five feet into the 
latter and approximately 3C>O feet balow the divid~ lying 
between it. and the Floyd. The stream has a fall of about 
1,4 feet per mile. Its tributary drainage is mainly from 
the east, the nearfless of the moraine limiting it on the west. 
Its most important tributary within the}, county is Broken 
Kettlecreek1 which has its .hea,dwi:1ters well to the northern 
line of the courrty and a c )UrS8 approxim'ltely pa raUel to the 
Big Sioux till the latter makes the bend to the southeastward 
at Westfield. The two streams meet in Hancock township 
within about five miles of the southwestern corner of the 
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county. Indian creek, . with its headwaters in part near Ireton 
in Sioux county, and in part near the headwaters of Broken 
. Kettle, flows west to the Sioux ne~r Chatsworth.· It has a 
well developed valley cut, however, almost entirely in the 
drift. Between Indian and Broken Kettle creeks are a num-
ber of· pretty little streams including Beaver, Westfield, 
French_and Rock ·creeks, which divide the narrow territory 
between the Broken Kettle and the Sioux. 
Between the Floyd and Broken Kettle is Perry ereek, an 
imp?1'tant stream· with a deep, though narrow, v.alley. The 
'Floyd includes the east branch rising in Osceola county and 
receiving within Plymouth county Deep and Plymouth creeks·,·. 
and the west branch or Beaver creek rising in Sioux county· 
and receiving Mink creek from the west. These two branches 
unite near Merrill. 'In the southeastern portion of the cou~ty 
is the West Fork of Little Sioux, receiving. Deer and Clear 
ereeks. Between the Floyd and West Fork of Little Sioux 
are theup:per branches of Elliott and Whisky creeks. The 
streams of the county seem to have had their origin in the 
glacial period. There is no known evidenc.e that anyof-them 
arepre-glacial. It is quite possible that- this portion of the . 
Big Sioux· antedated the coming' of the ice but there· is no 
sufficient evidence yet in hand proving that the !!;tream is so 
old. It is certainly, however~ older than the Wisconsin, since 
its valley· is filled with a gravel trai~ from that ice. . The 
other streams of the county afford no such data for fixing 
their age. They are older than the loess aIld. their valleys are 
cut in the drift. The relative breadth and shallowness of the 
valleys would seem to indicate that the process of their 
erosion was· a slow one. There are. other phenomena, how-
ever, which make it doubtful whether such an interpretation 
is allowable. 
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STRATIGRAPHY. 
GENERAL RELATIONS OF STRATA."" 
In Plymouth, as in the remaining counties of Iowa outside 
the driftless. region, there ara two great classes" of "rocks. 
These are Widely different in age and usually show consider'-
able differences ill. character. In a broad way they .. may be "" 
spoken of as the Qonsolidated and the unconsolidated forma;.· . 
- . '. . 
tions;and yet a division on·this basis does not always place 
the same things together. In general the two divisions are 
spoken of as the surface formations and the un.derlying rocks, 
but even this terminology is apt to lead to confusion;:perhaps 
is more apt to do so her~ th~n el$ewhere. In still more 
general and more popular speech the cl&ssesaredistinguished 
by restricting to the one the term' rock; the looserbedsheing 
spoken of as.dirt,sand,· clay,. gravel, etc. "This is the poorest" 
classification of all since thes.tateof aggregation. does not 
control either thechem.ic"al oJ'IIiin.eralogical constitution of 
the mass, and hence both classes of beds equally include.rock .. 
In the region under ~D1mediate' considera,tionthe . u.nderlying 
rocks include sandstones, clays, shales, Ghalk and li~eston e. 
The overlying series includ~deposits of alluvium, loess, gravel 
and bowlder clay or tilL' One group 'is composed of ma.rine 
sediments, theotherirrcludes terrestrial deposits. Theformer 
belongs to the remote and the latter to the immediate past. 
The ~lder·serles is known to the geologists as the Cretaceous; 
the younger the Pleistocene .. That is, the one was formed 'at 
approximately the same time as th.e Cretaceous or chalkcliff s 
of England; the other was formed in most recent time .. 
Between the Cretace~us. and the recognized Pleistoce ne 
beds there isa. series of san~d~posits whose age is not cer-
tainly known. Some of the b~ds alon.g this horizon 'probabl y 
belong to the Pleistocene itself. O~hers se3m to represen t 
an intermediate period known as the Tertiary, and to have 
been formed In great bodies of fresh water; lakes which. 
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stretched from western Iowa to the foot of the Rocky 
mountains. 
The lowest rocks of the region of which we have any knowl-' 
edge either from exposure or from drill records, are much 
older than the Cretaceous. These include the Sioux quartzite, 
popularl".- known as the" Sioux Falls granite," and certain 
beds of granite, schistandold lavas which, in Plymouth county 
now lie buried beneath several hundred feet of later material. 
These older beds belong probably to the Algonkian formation, 
and they, doubtless, form a .part of a long arm of similar mate-
rial stretching out to the southwest from the Lake Superior 
region. The only portion of the series now to be seen is the 
quartzite itself and certain associated slates and diabase dikes, 
all found near Sioux Falls. * The surface of these older b~ds, 
which at Sioux Falls liel,400 feet above sea level, dips to the 
southeast so that at' Hull the old lava beds, which seem to 
belong to the same formation, occur at 878 A. T. At Le Mars 
it is 215 A. T. and at Sioux City 135 feet 'below sea leveL 
These older rocks formed the floor upon which the limestones 
and associated beds of the Paleozoic were deposited andover 
the truncated edges of the·Paleozoic the Creta~eous beds were 
laid down. With the Cretaceous begins the portion of the 
histor.y of the region which it is possible to read with approx-
iniate accuracy from the deposits now exposed. The classifi-
cation of the exposed strata is shown in the table given below. 
* See Beyer: Iowa Geol. Surv., vol. VI, pp. 67-112 1896. 
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. GROUP. SYSTEM . \ SERIES. I STAGE. SUBSTAGE. 
Recent. Alluvium. 
Wisconsin. I Gravel trains. 
I • 
Cenozoic. Pleistocene. Glacial. Loess. 
I 
I I Iowan? Drift. 
________ I--------~--I--------I----------!I-~~ ______ _ 
? Riverside sands. 
Niobrara chalk. 
Colorado. 
Mesozoic. Cretaceous. Upper. Benton shales. 
Dakota . 
. GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS ... 
Cretaceous. 
The sandstones and associated deposits in the vicinity6f 
Sioux City were among those which were first studied by 
American geologists, and fossils were collected from them 
before the Cretaceous, as such, had been recognized in America. 
The deposits of this region are accordingly intimately con-
nected with some of the most interesting chapters in the 
development of the science in America. Oertain crucial points 
were first raised because of studies carried on, iIrpart at least, 
within the limits of this county. * The exposures along the· 
Big Sioux and in the vicinity -0 E the mouth of the Broken 
Kettle have long been famous,_ and they show much that is 
interesting to students of geology. Probably the best single 
exPosure in the county is near the site of the old Crill mill 
(Sec. 32, Tp. 91 N., R. XLVIII W.). At this point the river 
*See, wIth references, GeoL Wooobury Co., Iowa Geol. Surv., voL V, pp. Ul:-299. 1896. 
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has swung in against the base of the bluff so . 
. as to cut away the gravel plain and expose 
ther()cks~ Below the loess . and drift on the 
hilltops the following beds may be seen. 
.: 
~. 
~ 
~ 
;::I 
.0 
-1ll 
Q 
..cI 
.po 
.tlI) 
.S:! 
o 
6. Limestone, thin leafy texture, full of speci-
mens of liloceramus labiatus; the individual 
leave.s of rock separated by 4 to 10 inches 
of chalk; exposed at several points along 
FEET. 
. ·the slope, tota.l thickness indicated....... 90 
5. Shale, buff, sn.ndy, with thin layers of sand-
~~one and ferruginous concretions .... . 30 
4 .. Shale, dark blue to drab, fine-grained, argil-
'. laceous ........ .- ......... '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
3. Sandstone, fine-grained, calcareous, light 
.'. 
buff·to·white.; .. .- ... ,.,', ............ , .. ,', 15 
2. Lignite , .. " .... ,', .. , .... ,................Ii 
I, Fire clay, white to light gray, only slightly 
exposed, found in digging. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. 6 
~The lSand~tone seen in this section and the 
~ . beds below r.epresentthe Dakota. _ 'The shales 
.. ~ between it and the' overlying chalk belong to 
.~ . 
~the .Benton-formation. The Dakota and the 
o g Benton are shown' in Plate xxvi. The chalk 
r;!). of the Niobrara is shown in Plate xxvii. Ordi-
~.. . 
e narilythe Benton and the Niobrara are 
.; group~d together under the name Colorado. 
Ii> 
The beds seen at ·this "i?ointare also exposed 
not far sputh in the famous Cedar Blu:ff* and 
at intervals between the two exposures. To 
the north they dip beneath the river, the 
uppermost beds being last exposed on the 
. Iowa side, between Chatsworth and Hawar-
den, as shown in Figure 11. 
DAKOTA. 
The Dakota is one of the more important· 
divisions of the Cretaceous of the interior 
* Geol. W f)odbury Co , Op. Cit" p. 2111, 
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both from its areal extent, stratigraphic significance, and 
economic value. It outcrops -over only a limited portion 
of Plymouth county~ being confined entirely to the -10wer 
portion of the Big Sioux valley. As it is found again to the 
east in Sac, Greene and Guthrie counties and is encountered 
-in welldrillingsatmany intervening points,.it is known: to 
extend under the whole county. Over the great plains 
as a whole the oDakota is· essentially a sandstone-formation. 
That portion found near the mouth~fthe Big Sioux, how-
ever,containsa considerable percentage of-- shale. -These· 
shales are 'well exposed in the clay pits at Sargents 
Bluff in Woodbury county* and they also occur in the 10wer . 
portion -of the bluffs at North Riverside. The sandstone 
found at the Crill mill exposure is shown at intervals down the _ 
river and forms the top of the formation in this region. It,-
together with the associated shale, is believeod tOl:'epresent \aoo-. 
shora formation while the overlyin.g beds record a period of 
deepening waters -and the deposition of off-shore sediments. 
It is from the Dakota sandstone that the leaves of the willow ° 
and other species of deciduous trees which caused the forma-
tion to be originally classified as Tertiary, -were- collected. t 
So far no important collections have been made from -the-
Plymouth county exposures, though -a careful -search would 
probably be rewarded by numerous specimens. 
COLORADO. 
The Oolorado formatIon doubtless underlies almost the 
whole of this county. Its outcrops are, howt;.yer,cop.:fi.ned to 
the valley of the Big Sioux aIld the lower course of its tribu-
taries. The only known exception is an outcrop on Deep 
creek near Le Mars, now reported for the ofirst time. The_ 
formation consists, as alraady stated, of a 1003e shale mem-
ber,. theB':!nton, and an upper chalk and limestone m-ember, 
the Niobral'a.The appaarance of the latter is excellently 
- '!' Geol. Wooqbury Co., Op. Cit., p.260. 
+ 3-3010gy Gf Wo libur y CJ ,_p. 267. 
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sho.wninPlatexxvii, which is from apnotograph o.r aportio.n o.f 
the Cdll mill expo.sure. The thin lamellar character o.f the 
limesto.ne is especially characteristic. The proportio.n o.f 
. chalk and its purity varies greatly. At Yankton, S. D., and 
St.Helena., Neb., there are graat bluffs or quite pure material. 
Farther no.rth in the region surrounding Sio.ux Falls the beds, 
while no.t so. thick, seem equally pure. Calvin* has inter-
. preted this as meaning that the Sio.ux City expo.sures were 
nearer the shore line, ·so that the :conditio.ns o.f fo.o.d supply 
and growth were no.t so favorable to the strictly marine chalk-
fo.rming types o.f life, such as Forami.nifera. Analyses Df the 
chalk fro.m near Hawarden bear this o.ut, in that they indicate 
a notable percentage of clay and other impurities. It is also 
true that toward the southeast the field relations show a tran-
sition into. hard crystalline limesto.ne and that the chalk beds 
pro.per beco.me thinner and thinner. 
The thickness o.f the Nio.brara, as a whole, is somewhat 
variable since its to.p is a surface of ero.sio.n. Fro.m the top o.f 
the expo.sed Bento.n, at Crill mill exposura, to the tDP of the 
exposed chalk beds, is ninety feet. It is possible, however, 
that fifteen to twenty feet of this interval is to be assigned to 
. the Bento.n. A.t the Otis mill, in South Da,kota, o.pposite 
Chatswo.rth, . thirty-five feet o.f Nio.brara strata are exposed 
between the Benton and an o.verlying sandstone. Near West-
field, about twenty-five feet is exposed. In general, less than 
fifty feet of the Nio.brara remains in weste'rn Plymouth county, 
though there can be but little doubt that much has been 
removed .through ero.sio.n. 
Fro.m .crill mill north to Westfield, the· Niobrara forms a 
very sharply defined terrace in. the hillsides. This terrace 
slopes gradually to the north with ~ nip of about six feet per 
mIle. This do.es no.t seem to be the true dip of the strata, since, 
taking the to.p of the B3nton as a guide, the latter is found to 
be a little less than two feet per mile. The top o.f the terrace 
marks, so far as can be determined, the upper surface of the· 
"'Composition and Origin of Iowa. Ch'l.lk. [owa Ge ,1. Surv., vol. IlL It:;!. 2t1-2~6. 1893. 
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Niobrara. It seems to be a very even erosion surface and the 
figures would indicate that, since the Niobrarawas cutdown 
. .'. , 
to that level,· the strata have been given a ndrthward tilt of 
about four feet per mile. To the' north, in Sioux county, the 
Niobrara is covered by a series of blue-black shales which 
have been referred to the Pierre*. These are exposedaborit 
four miles below :Hawarden (Tp. 94N., R. XLVIII W., Sec. 15), 
where the following sections may be seenhelowthe drift. 
FEET. 
2. Shale, drab to blue, argillaceous in part, with numer-
ous selenite crystals ........... : ............... :... 25 
1. Limestone, fossiliferous, thinly-bedded, with chalky 
layers ... ' ........ '.' .... , . , . , • :. : ... . . . ... . . . ..... . .. 20 
If the plane formed by the top of the terrace meniion~d be 
projected, it would just about touch the top of this exposure . 
. The erosion accordingly which developed the plane was prob-
.ably later than the Pierre shales.·· At the Otis ·mill, however, 
there i'3 a sandstone, .to be later desci'ibed,which--rests upon .. 
this plane, and the period of erosionwhichdevelopedthe latter 
may accordingly be fixed as between the deposition· of the 
Pierre shales and the Otis mill sandstone. 
The exposure bf Niobrara near· LeMars is found, on the-
Koons farm (W. tof Sw. t, Sec. 2.Tp.92 N~, R. XLVW.), oli 
the west ,side of Deep creek ... A thickness ()f about twelve feet 
is shown and the ()utcroppings occur along the· stre~~ for about 
100 yards. If is·possiblethattheNiobrara' thickens unde~ 
the hill" but there are no data bearing on this point. Both 
chalk and soft thill-bedded lilllestone'occu,r. lnooermanu8 
labiCttus is very abundant., . The base oIthe Nio'Drara, is about 
1,225 A. T. and is marked by a magnificent spring. Below the. 
Niobrara, at a bend in the· creek, about four'feet of the Benton 
is exposed. It is here a,hlue-black, apparentlyunfossiliferous, 
clay shale with large septarian nodules. This is the only 
known natural exposure of rock in' Plymouth county east of 
the Sioux valley, though the rock is known through wells and 
*Iowa. Geol. Sm., vol. III, pp. l12-1U. 1894. 
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. borings at several points, and other exposures may be expected 
to be found. The deeper streamways, both of this and Wood-
bury county, have been cut below the level of 'the upper sur-
face of the rock. The lack of exposures is due to the drift 
filling of the valleys. The rock, however, is near the surface, 
as is shown by a well near Seney which was put down on the 
, Kent land (Tp.93N., R. XLV W., Sec. 28, Se. 1) and started 
at about 1,230 A. T.' The well was begun with a three-foot 
auger and carried down with this into the Benton shale so 
that there can be no doubt as to the identification. 
FEET. INCHES. 
8. Black soil. ................................ ; . . . . 5 
7. Yellow clay (drift). ........... ...... ......... 20 
6. Black clay shale (Benton) ........ , ... ,........ 85 
5. Sandstone ... ' ....................... : . . . . . . . . . . . It 
4. Light clay sbale ......................... ~ . .. .. 10 
3. Sandstone ...... : ............................. H-
Z. Pink clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ............ 10 
t. White sand. ; ... ' ............................. . 
Probably all the beds below the black clay shale are to be 
referred to the Dakota. 
The usual character of the Benton is shown in the Crill mill 
section (see Plate xxvi). There, are two divisions, an upper 
sandy shale and a lower, more argillaceous portion. These are 
well marked at the exposures down the l'iver and may be seen 
at North Riverside. , In the opposite direction these di visions 
seem to lose their identity. Near Westfield on one of the 
. Van Vlyck farms (Nw. 1 Sec. 13, Tp. 92 N., R. XLVIII W.) 
in making an excavation for a barn, the drab clay shale was 
found immediately below the Niobrara, as shown in the section 
given below. 
];'EET. 
2. Limest)ne soft. thin-bedded, with chalky layers. .... 25 
1. Shale~ drabd'Lrk, argillaceous, with ferruginous nod-
ules and some sandy portions ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
There was some slight evidence of disturbance here but at 
the Otis mill, opposite Chatsworth, the same relations were 
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found with no evidence of movement. The section at this 
point, which is interesting from several points of view, is 
given below. 
FEET. 
6. Loess, sandy, wilh many lime concretions, rising over 
. the :8lufi's ...................... , . , .. , . , .. '.' . . . . . . . . . 20 
5. Drift, new, fresh pebbles, yellow color, and with 
slight traces of a soil at top:, ... " .............. , . . 30 
4. Oldsoil, black to drab, sandy........................ 2 
3. S!j>nds, white to lemon yellow, very fine-grained above, 
becoming coarser and orange-colored below ...... , . 10 
2. Niobrara, principally thin shelly limestone with a 
few Cf alky streaks........ ........................ 35 
1. Shale,black to drab, with poorly developed lamina-
tions ..... "... ............ .................. ... ...... 20 
The hill ri~eshere to a total height of· 190 feet, the a'dded 
thickening being probablyin the drift and loess~ Exceptingthe 
J?ierre shale already mentioned the sands and old soil seen 
here are the only beds, other than the drift, found above the 
Niobrara in this immediate region. Whether the Pierre shale 
extends over any pcrtionof Plymouth county iswhoHy 
unknown. There are no exposures showing it, but there are 
considerable areas in the northwestern townships where it 
may be concealed beneath the drift. 
The Otis mill sands or sandstones are of considerable inter-
est. As has been seen they are probably separated from the 
known Cretaceous by a considerable interval or- erosion. The 
presence of a marked soil separates them sharply from the· 
known drift. In stratigraphic position they are akin to cer-
tain pro blerriatic sands alreadykuown in the region, and first 
noted by Todd* who has also noted their probable presence 
beneath the drift at Le Mars.t Fossils llave been found in 
the bedst but their age can not be definitely stated. They 
maybe anything from late Tertiary to early Pleistocene. In 
. . 
the present instance there is even wider latitude of interpre-
*Proc. Amer. As. Adv., Sci., vol. XXXVII, pp. 2O!-203. 1889. 
+ Proe. Iowa Ac,-I.d. S~i., vol.l, pt.ii, pp. 14-15. 1892, 
:!:Geol. Woodbury Co., pp. 275-2i.9. 1896. 
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tation since the beds may helong anywhere between the Ore-
taceous and a late drift, probably Iowan. In appearance the 
sands differ somewhat from those found at Riverside. They 
are more highly colored and remind one of river deposits. 
They contain fragile and much rotted bivalve molluskoid fos-
sils, which are not sufficiently preserved to . allow specific 
determination. They seem tobeUnios. TheRiversidesands 
. . . 
in their usual character are seen southeast of Akron (N e. Sec. 
7, Tp. 92 N., R. XLVIII W.), below waterlaid beds probably 
of the same age; as the drift. of. the region. 
Pleistocene. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
There B.retwo important series of deposits in the county, 
which had their origin in Pleistocene time. These are the 
drift and the loess. The former is rarely exposed; thelatter 
is widespread, forming the surface material over almost the 
entire county. Over the bottom lands there is a third form-
ation, the alluvium, which, however, is largely d.erived from 
the loess. The modern streams· are usually cutting in the 
alluvium, and as a result it is only occasionally that a cut. 
along stream or railway is deep enough to exposetlie drift. 
One of the best of these exposures is on the Illinois Oentral 
railway, immediately east of Remsen. It is shown in Fig. 
12. In this exposure there is a core of dl~ift, having the shape 
of the present hill. It is composed of yellow bowlder clay, 
Fig. 12. Section Oli IlUno1s Central Railway ea.st of Remsen . 
. carrJlugmany flattened and striated erratics, fresh and hard. 
There are little or no· signs of weathering. There is no 
ferretto zone, and little sign of leaching or oxidation. The 
bowlders and pebbles include granite, coarse with, red feld-
spar, and fine-grained gray, together with limestone chert, 
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greenstone and diorite. Over the drift is a covering of loess 
of the usual open texture, and buff color. Itis a little sandy, 
carries lime concretions and no fossils. It is about six feet 
thick. Thisexpos"lire shows the normal section for the region, 
except that there' no stratified beds are shown. . Such beds, 
howev~r, occur intbe vicinity." Exposures of bowlder clay 
are real~y unusual, the stratified drift being more frequently 
seen .. Bowlder clay is,however,foundfrequeJitly enough to . 
establish its presence andrevealits character._ '. . . 
Immediately west of DaJton (8e. Sec. -11, Washington Tp.), 
there is an exposure which showscertaln phenomena additional 
tothoseat Remsen. Dalton itself is situated in the broad valley 
of West Floyd, . shown in Fig. 1,PlatexxviiLThehills on 
the west rise 100 feet above the railway station on thebottom 
land. In a wagon road cut in one of these hills is theexpbsure 
in question. Fig. 2, Plate xxviii. 
The drift here is, as usual, fresh and-the bowlders are hard. 
They indicate the usualma terials, quartzites, grani tes,'green-
ish· sandstone, limestone and chert. The pebbles are flattened 
and striated as usual. The drift is, however, a little more 
. pronounced II?- color towards the top, the yellow being more· 
intense and less buff. Acidtests show that it has beenleached 
quite thoroughly to a depth of one and one-half to two feet, 
and less thoroughly to a gistanceofthreefeet. On the north 
Fig: 13. DrHr, loess and old sollwest of Dd.lton 
flank of the hill there is a bit of old soil,. drq.h to blaGkin color, 
andt:velve to eighteen incheE? thick. (Fig. 13.) The slopes 
of the drift hill were steeper than those at present existing, 
as is 'shown by the contours of the two surfaces. The loess, 
however; thickens on the flanks of the hill. The loess itself 
is of the ordinary character, being un fossiliferous, not par-
-; . -
IowA. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE XY.V[II. 
FrG.l Valley of Floyd at Dalton, Plymouth county . 
. " . 
FIG. 2. Loess over drift. near view·of section shown in figure 1. 
.~ 
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{"Hi.1. Loess o\'er drift near Akron, Plymouth county. 
FIG.2. Loess anti. stratified drift in the pit of the Le }lars Brick and Tile company, 
Le ·:\Iars, Plymouth county. 
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ticularly sandy, and carrying loesskindchen. These two 
exposures illustrate well the drift of the region. Along 
the Big, Sioux, in . the southwestern portion of the county, 
there are exposures showing a greater thickness, but· the 
character of the material is ·the same. See Fig. 1, ·Plate 
xxix. . In the northwestern portion of the county the . loess' 
. is occasionally thin or entirely removed, and the hillsides 
are then bowlder-studded. Slopes, showing bowlders astbickly 
str~wn-as in the Iowan drift regions in eastern Iowa, may be 
seen in Portland township (Sw. Bw.Sec. 1, Nw.N w. Sec. 12). 
Not vel'Y far from this locality (Sec. 7, Preston Tp.), there is 
a surface bowlder of grey granite, measuring 7x3feet,and 
. projecting two feet fromthegroun,d. Its surface shows a fine 
wind polish. In the counties . to the north,· notably, near 
Hawarden, in Sioux cOlinty, there are some remarkably large 
surface bowlders, and in Cherokee county,afew miles south 
of. the town of the same name, is Pilot Rock, a Sioux quartzite 
bowlder, measuring 50x35:x12 feet, as now exposed. 
Stratified beds occur in the viCinity of Remsen and may be 
seen near the city dump (Ne. oiNe., Sec. 6, Tp. 92N., R. 
XLIIIW.).The beds .. " exposed here areon the bottom land 
where the stream has ·been thrown against.the side of the val-
ley in such a manner as to c~tawaythe alluvium. The 
exposuresliows about six feet of rudely stratified ~oarse 
gravel. The material includes numerous bits' 'of granite, 
Si()uxquartiite, white quartzite, limestone, diorite and green-
. stone. . The . bowlders are, without ·exception, fresh dnd 
unweathered. .:Many are flattened, and some-show half-effaced 
striations. With the gravel isa little clean white sand. 
-8tratifiedbeds similar to these are found at several points 
in the county, being the. beds most usually . seen when the 
loess is cut through. . They are found southwest· of Remsen 
(Sec. 2, 11arion Tp~), near Kingsley, in the valley 6f Little 
Sioux in Elkhorn .toWnship (Sec. 30 Sw. Sw.), at Le :Nlars, on 
Indian creek near Ohatsworth, southeast of Akron and at 
several other points. At the Kingsley exposure the loess is 
30 G Rep. 
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at its baseinterstratified with the sand, and pebbles are found 
in it up to a distance of four feet from its base. AtLe Mars 
the Brick and Tile Co. operate pits located on the, bottom 
land of the Floyd. The loess is five to eight feet thick and is 
somewhat plastic but usually quite friable. In color it is 
mainly buff,but there are some. horizontalbandings of yellow 
and blue-'drab. It carries a few lime balls which are usually in 
distinct bands. It rests on stratified gravels and is in its lower 
portion quite distinctly stratified. Fig. 2, Plate xxix. 'rhe-
gravel bed under the loess is about three and one..; half feet thick. 
The material is fresh, hard, and well rounded. -It carries the 
common drift pebbles, white quartz,pink quartzite, gray and 
red granite, red porphyry, greenstones, gabbros, cherts,etc. 
At one point there is a Sioux quartzite bowlder a foot in d.iame-
ter in the midst of the graveL Cross-heddingis common. Under 
and with the gravel is fine, sharp-graine9- white sand as much 
as five feet thick-There are also thin streaks of blue- clay 
free from pebbles. - The material shows the action of rather 
strong currents and, with the but half-effaced striations on 
the pebbles,suggests that it is not a secondary deposit. 
On Indian creek near Chatsworth (Se. ofN e~ Sec. 10, Port-
land Tp.), in connection with a limited exposure·· of Niobrara, 
there are white and orange-colored sands inter banded with 
about Jour feet ,of a drab plastic clay, resembling in some 
particulars the gumbo of the southern portion of the state, 
Southeast of Akron (Secs.- 7 andS, Tp.92 N., R. XL VIII W.). 
is an exposure of similar beds. The ov~rlying material seems 
at first glance to -be loess; but a close study shows that it is 
.. .::s.; 
really a sand coarser,in grain than is found elsewhere at the 
loess· horizon.. Below the sand and clay is a bed of sand of 
different constitution, already described as"possibly of Tertiary 
. age. 
Throughout most of the county the stratified drift is found 
in the valleys only. In the Akr·on exposure and at some 
other points it is seen well up above -the river. At Dalton the 
stratified beds occur some considerable distance above. the 
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station. When allowance is made for differences in altitude, 
it seems not unlikely that these water-laid beds found below 
the loess were laid down at a fairly uniform horizon and that 
they represent general conditions and not local. accumulations. 
The material was evidently derived from the drift of the 
region and in many eases' the large number of bowlders still 
showing striations indicate that it was not much, if any, 
reworked .. The stratified beds may be a little younger than 
t4e drift but it is believed that. there is not very much differ-
ence .in age. It is, of course, possible that some of the beds 
really represent local accumulations of . material gathered 
from the surface of the drift. This is especially apt to be 
true of some of the valley deposi~s of the eastern portion of 
the county. The upper gravels of the western portion are .. 
however, quite certainly older than the major erosion of that 
region,andthere seems no sufficient reason for assigning the 
erosion of the two parts of the county todiffe:rent periods. 
Despite the fact that the loess and stratified drift are occasion-
ally interbedded, it is believed that.they are of somewhat dif-
ferentages. This is held because the underlying beds are 
apparently independent of the present topography, while the 
loess is manifestly later. The two deposits are separated by 
whatever interval was necessary £orthe erosion of the valleys 
of the Tegion and for the leaching of the drift with the devel-
opment of the soil. That the beds should be occasionally inter-
bedded s,eems not unnatural in view . of the loose nature of 
both deposits. 
Later than the loess just described,which represents the 
general sheet already mentioned as spreading over the major 
portion of the county, is the Wisconsin gravel train, occupying 
the valley of the Big Sioux and affording the fertile bottom 
land upon which Hawarden, Ohatsworth, Akron, Westfield and 
the other valley towns are built. The railway runs along this 
terrace so that the elevation of the stations mentioned goi ves 
the elevation of its surface. At Hawarden and elsewhore the 
bottom land has been cut into, and the underlying sands and 
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gravels'may be seen.' At this point the riveris about twenty.,. , 
five feet below the town and has' a newer and narrowerterra~e 
barely t~n feetabbveits waters. ,,:Near the mo-uthof~Brdken 
Kettle creek there is a higher terrace very,faintly cutin'the " 
loess., Its upper surface is marked by the presence of. Unios 
forty~fivefeet 'above10w water'inthe;Sioilx. 'This'le~el cOr-
,responds totheftat andwell~marked;bottomland'£oundin the 
, upper portion of Broken Kettle: creek as ,already noted~ The 
terrace, , then., marks a stage in the' waters la.ter than 'the 
deposition' of the, ordinary upland loess, 'but earlier than the 
thick ,loess near the river which "bears" the marks of wind' 
. . ' .. 
action. TheUnios occurin little groups 'or colonies, nested' 
together along this horizon, and at', the same horizon ordinary 
loess fossils also occur. ,The same phenome~aar~foulld in 
Woodbury county at 'N orthRiverside, though at a· lower1J.orf· 
zon relative to present ~ater level.· In MonoD.a eoul1tYI!ear 
Oastana and Turin there is a very well~markedloessterrace, 
about seventy feet" above,' the" riyer and similar terraces. are 
COIillIlon in, t~e region. These terra.ces, :In.ust be interpreted' ' 
:as meaning variou,s changesofa -water level, overan area of 
more than local extent. ' 
, , ' 
There is only very un~ertain evidence ofa drift:Qlder than 
the one ,exposed. Within the county there are, no exposures 
showing glacial deposits older than ,tliesurf(1cedrift. ,Owing 
to the' p;resence of the soft blue shales of the Cretaceous 
immediatelyh~lowthe drift it is not always possible satisfac-
torily to interpret such well records as are available. '.Forest 
beds have been repOl;,tedfroID time' tbtlme' th~oughout the 
. . ... -.:.~ . 
northern-and eastern portion of the county. In' theRe Det:. 
hoff well (Se.Sec.17, Elgin'Tp.), one' is, said to have been 
encountered at a depth of ninety feet, after passing through 
a blue clay. ,Lighter, colored clays were found beneath. One 
mile west and two south of Marc1ls in Cherokee county a yel-
low pebble clay was report~dbetween two blue clays. Such 
a succession is, also reported occasionally in Plymouth cou.nty 
and would find its best explanation in the assumption of two 
:.;. 
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drifts. The drift as reported from wells is quite thick. Near 
Carnes in Sioux county it is said to be 190 feet, near Orange 
City . about the same, at Kingsley 150 to 250, and at Marcus, 
which is on a high divide, 400 feet of drift is reported. It is 
very probable that_these figures include the shales of the 
Benton an~Dakota and are ·really depths to the Dakota sand-
stone, though in the case of the Marcus well indubit~ble drift 
pebbles, said to have Come fro.mthe bottom of the weli, were 
shown.· . Until, however, we . have the reGord of a well put 
down. under the supervision of ageologist or a very careful 
set of samples, our interpertation of these facts must wait. 
:':'-:--':-'-:'::':" 
SUMMARY. 
The drift s~ries of Plymouth county,then, consist of the 
£qllowirig lJl.embers:Fi'rst, a possible older till. sheet; ·second, 
a well developed till with associated stratified beds, the whole 
relatively fresh and young, and yet having an upper surface 
which, occasionally at least,. shows leaching and the develop-
ment'of the. soil; third,-a general but thin sheet of loess spread 
over the whale county and Jargely concealing the underlying 
beds; jourth,the U nio terrace af Broken Kettle creek; fifth, the 
heavy laess af the ¥issauriblufIs,beginning at thistime,but 
still· being depasited; sixth,the Wiscallsin gravel terrace af 
the Big Siaux valley-. . . . 
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. . 
In·order to. properly appreciate the significance af the Plym-
auth caunty expasures; it· will he necessary to. recall certain 
general- facts as to the drift sheetsaf Iowa. Of th~ earliest 
af these, the pre-Kansan,so little is knawn -that far present 
.purpases it may be altogether neglected. If it ever existed 
in the region under discussion, all traces have daubtless been 
swept away ·by. the later ice Invasians~ The secand, or Kan-
san, . is the drift sheet· which. cavers so large a portion af 
sauthern Iawa, and adj·acent portians of ot.her states. It i~ a 
-."' .. 
""--" ." -:;"'",-" --. 
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very old till and its upper surface is marked by much leaching, 
. oxidation and ferrugination.. It is covered by· a mantle . of 
loess which is norillally of the older orwhite clay phase, being 
more plastic and.lessporus·than the loess seen in northwest-
ern Iowa .. Towards the central portion of the state, however, 
theloess, overlying the Kansan, takes on a more friable char-
acter. ~etween .. the deposition of the Kansan drift and the 
loess which covered it,was a very long period of erosion, as is 
shown by the topography and the ferrugination,leaching etc., 
already mentioned. Sometime within this period,an ice sheet 
crossed Illinois from the northeast, and invaded the south-
eastern portion of Iowa. This ice sheet (Illinoian)· is pre-
sumed to have come from the Laurentian center of dispersion, 
whilethe preceding Kansan invasion came from the.north-
west, and represented the Keewatin ice sheet. . Succeeding 
the Illinoian invasion, after a considerable interval,was the 
Iowan, in which the ice covering-Iowa came again from the 
northwest. . The driftlaid down by this ice sheet is well devel-
oped in northeastern Iowa, andin that region it wasfrrststudied. 
In northeastern Iowa it is intimately associated with the loess, 
the latter occasionally lapping up over, but being ·~ore com-
monly spread out fromthe edge~ occupying in fact thep?sition 
oian outwash. Indeed there can· be but little doubt that the 
bulk of the loe~s of eastern and southern Iowa is of Iowan 
age. It is important to note, however, that in the type local-
ity the loess does not cover.the Iowan drift,and that through-
out the extent of the latter inthenortheastern portion or the 
state, instances of such a relationship are·1'a1'6, if not entirely 
absent. Later than the Iowan was the Wisconsin. Onearm 
of this ice ran down in the form of a long tongue· from the . 
Iowa-Minnesotabounda;ry, covering the are.a between Spirit 
and Clear lakes, and extending to Des 1rloines. Another lobe 
occupied that portion of South Dakota lying between the Big 
Sioux and the Missouri rivers. The moraine, bounding these 
two lobes, is known as the Altamont and its two branches 
join not far north of SiouxFal1s. Plymouth county is accord-
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lngly outside the Altamont moraine. whose nearest point due 
.' ~ast is Storm Lake~. On the west the moraine comes to Beres-
ford and Brush creek, about twelve to fifteen miles west of 
the Big Sioux. . . 
The .Altamont moraine has been considered to mark the 
limit of the Wisconsin drift, and in the region to the ~ast of 
the Des Moines lobe the extra-morainic drift is Iowan. At 
the southern end of this lobe there is an overlap and the 
Wisconsin 'rests upon the Kansan with the loess lying uncon-
formably between. In Iowa no Illinoian has been recognized 
except in the southeastern:portion of the state. I~ is possible, 
h<?wever,that when ~he'ice advanced from the northeast' 
there was a corresponding. advance from the . Keewatin area. 
At least, it is difficult to conceive of climatic or other changes 
which would bring about glaciation in the Laurentian region 
without affecting to S"ome degree, at least, the western region. 
In considering, then, the age of the Plymouth county drift, 
there are three possibilities . 
. a. . The drift maybe Kansan. 
b.. It 'maybe Illinoian. 
o. It:Jhaybe Iowan. 
In view of the' peculiar position of the area~ in as notch 
between two lobes· of the Wisconsin, it isa question whether 
we ·are justified in considering it demonstrated that the Wis-
consin is everywhere terminated by a de"ij.nite moraine so that 
a fOlirth possibility reIIl.ains to be considered, viz: 
it. Is the drift ~anolder extra-moranic Wisconsin? 
It is probably impossible with the data now at hand to fix 
absolutely' the age o£.the drift. ·Nluch can, however, be done 
to solve the problem and some factors of doubt may be 
eliminated. . 
In the correlation of the different drift sheets there are four 
"', main .sets of phenomena which· may be used. These are a, 
topographicdeyelopment; b, physical ch~racter; 0, alteration, 
and. it" stratigraphic relationship. These are not all of equal 
value, perhaps, and their value also varies in individual cases. 
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. Topographio l)evelopml3nt~-Considering first the topography .... ____ . 
of the region it may be stated at once that the relationship is 
strongest .With the Iowan. The c()mpleteness of the drainage 
and the absence of sloughs, when one considers .the extent of 
country of which this is true, sets it off from the typical Wis-
consin. Indeed, judged by this factor alone, the drift of 
northwestern Iowa might be even older than the Iowan, and 
apparently approaches the Illinoian. Apparently the drain-
age basins are not quite so well developed as is common in 
areas covered by the latter drift, but this may be only appar-
ently true, or may be due to special causes. 
As compared with the Kansan the topography is much 
younger. The valleys are not so deep nor are the bottom 
lands so extensive. The Floyd at Dalton has cut only 100 
feet below the upland, though at Sioux City, twenty-five miles 
away, the water level is 136 ieetbelow Dalton station, or at 
least.120 feet below the present river level. Itis true that 
the presence of the Unio terrace indicates that for a time, at 
least, the water level at Sioux .Citywassoroewha thigher than 
it is now, so -that the cutting power the Floyd has probably 
not been always the same .. Nevertheless in view of the favor-
able conditions for· erosion, the shallowness of the valleys as 
compared with those of· the Kansan region can not be coIl-
sidered as other than an indication of a shorter period of 
erOSlOn. 
Alteration.-· The amount ot alteration which the material of 
a drift sheet has suffered, when it can be shown that this altera-
tion has taken place since the deposition of the drift,is an impor'-
tant index to the length of time that the drift has ~en exposed .. 
The alteration of ·t1;te Kansan drift material is one of its.most 
prominent characteristics, while Wisconsin .. has suffered no 
alteration, and the Iowan usually none, but occasionally a 
little. The drift of northwestern Iowa is much too young and 
fresh to be Kansan. There is an entire absence of the ferretto 
horizon, and of the soft, badly-weathered bowlders. The 
granites are ~lmost without exception fresh and hard; Indeed 
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,the drift contains less old material than is found in the typical 
Iowan of northeastern Iowa. This may, howeyer, be due to 
the fact that the latter is apparently much thinner, and 
accordingly material derived from the old drift and incorpo-
ratedin the new would,haye more opportunity to be exposed 
thanin northwestern Iowa. In the latter region only a very 
few instances of decay of bowlders in situ have been noted 
and in these cases the amount of decay was much less than is 
customary in Kansan regions. 
In the matter of leaching, the northwestern drift seems on 
the whole to have suffered more than thatin northeastern 
Iowa, and to resemble ,most Closely in, that particular the 
Illinoian. A really valuable generalization on this point can 
not, however, be drawn without wider studies, since it, is not 
!rnown how extensive the leaching phenomena may prove to 
be. It is certainly true, however, that the leaching is greater 
than that suffered by the Wisconsin, ,and in so far these facts 
would suggest that the ,drift is older than the latter. It is 
~ also true, as already shown, that the leaching took place in 
the interval between the deposition of the drift and the loess. 
Physical OhaJ'actel'.-N othing distinctive in physical charac-
ter been observed to be true of the northwestern drift. 
Possibly its color is a trifle ~yellower than the Wisconsin, it 
approaching in that matter the Iowan. At Storm Lake, and 
again near Carroll it was observed that the Altamont moraine 
and the country inside it showed abundant'large surface blocks 
of limestone, presumably Winnipeg. These blocks are not so 
abundant upon the outer drift, and to that extent there seems 
to be reason ~or believing that there was some difference in 
the source of the material as well as in the direction of ice 
flow. Itniay be noted in passing that all that is known of the 
Iowan in northeastern Iowa and much of that known of the 
drift in northwestern Iowa indicates that the ice had an impor-
tant movement toward the east. The Wisccnsin, however, as 
evidenced by the Des Moines lobe, and to a less extent by the 
Dakota lobe, had an essentially southern movement, deploy-
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ing about. equally. to the east and west. . These facts would 
. agree with the evidence derivecl. from. the Winnipeg liinestone 
and strengthe1l theargum~nt for separating the extra-morainic 
drift froll1theWiscoIisin~ . '" '.. . .... .'. 
St1'atiq1'aphic Relation8hip.-,The relations of the Iowa,n. to 
the loess.have ':heretoforeaifordedgreataid in 'working out 
the stratigraphy of the drift· series .. In the regiopsso' Jar. 
studied·' the Iowan has been found- . practically,·. if notwholly\ 
free from a loesscovering~ Theddft·.of northwestern Iowa is, 
however, buried beneath a well deyeloped loesss:heetand 
.furthermore the loess is sf'parated. from -the dt-ift by the inter-
val, whatever the timevallle of the latter may have been, ill 
which the erosion, leaching and sOil-making noted in the 
description of. the deposits,' occurred ..... No-w,.if. the loess. 
represetlts a single period ofdepositic)i},the northwesteri! 
dl'ift·is.probably.mucholderthanthetypicalIowanandmight 
be, judged by thisstandard,<eitherIllib.oianorKanE;ah~· Few, 
probably,.wouldeare to:ina~ntain that the loess is'all conteirl-. 
. '. 
pnraneous.. It has; however, been urged, and witK.good .. 
reason,thatt,he bulk()£ theloes8 ~as c()Jltempora~eollswi,t1J. 
. the Iowan. That the periodo£retreat,probably, of theTowan 
iee was a period in, which th~:general conditions'favoredloess 
deposition. It has hee~at the same time -D::rgedthat'tp.e 
Wisconsin as aw hole was marked by fringing and outwash 
deposits notably coarser; .graveltrainsand. similar phenollle:na 
~hich, it may"<oerernarked- in passi·n.g,are quite ch~ract~r 
istically developed in the region under study. '.' Thesedifie.r-
ences between fine and coarseolltv.vashdeposits have,further-
more, been considered to be dlIe' to general eo:t;uiitionsof the 
altitude of the l~nd andthech~ngesto hinge on earth m.ove-
ments of some extent. The pro.bahilitles, tb-en, in the case of 
a broad area covered hya-qnif?rm mantle of loess and cut by 
valleys filled with later Wisconsin gravel train s, certainly favor 
the idea that the loess' is 'of Iowan age and the underlying 
drift, in this case, older~ Furthermore,in the case in question, 
the loess may be traced southto whereit overlies an undoubted 
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Kansan till; and so far the data for drawing a border line 
between the loess sheets are not altogether satisfactory. If, 
then, the underlying drift in the present case, be Iowan, as 
many of the phenomena suggest, the loess is evidently a very 
exceptional body and requires a special explanation. 
The difficulty would be readily solved if one were to accept 
the hypothesis that the loess were a wind deposit; but that 
hypothesis seems less applicable to the deposits in question 
than to almost any other loess of the Mississippi valley. The 
hypothesis must face the serious difficulties (1) that the Minne-
sota geologists have found it to be practically limited by the 
1,500-foot contour,* and (2) the fact that the most probably 
wind'-deposited loess of the Missouri bluffs exhibits a totally 
differentbehavi'or, as already noted. It is true that the 
character and topography of a wind deposit is -largely influ-
enced by the nature of the vegetation. The sand dunes at 
the southern end of. Lake Michigan take the ridge form 
around groups of small pine trees, and in general an evenly 
spread gra~s, such as covers our prairies, seems to induce a' 
sheet-like deposition of wind materials. The Dutch engineers 
understand this so thoroughly that they use grass to make 
the sea winds build dykes wherever they w~ll, and theymanip-
ulateit so as to get any desired ,forms. t In thepresent case; 
however, both tnecontrastedareas have the same vegetation 
and there is no reason to believe that _ there have been differ;. 
ences in this regard. For the sheet-loess covering north" 
western Iowa, the hypothesis of water action in so'me form 
seems on the whole best. 
It would seem evident from the facts of the erosion and 
leaching of the underlying drift as already mentioned that the 
loess is much younger than the latter. This would, if the 
drift be considered to be Iowan, require the presence of a 
considerable body of water in the region at a period long sub-
sequent to the retreat of the Iowan ice. The most -ready 
*Winchell: Final Rept., vol. r. Minn. GeJl. Nat. Rist. Surv., pp. 54,J-5i5. 
tOorthell, E. L., Eng. Mag., ~9, Dee., 1897. 
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suggestion is obviously that this occurred when the Wiscon-
sin ice occupied the Altamont moraine. It is true that the loess 
sheet maintains itself on the east up to the Altamont moraine. 
It· is characteristically displayed west of the latter at Storm 
Lake, and as far south 'as Carnarvon, in Sac county. To the 
north, as has been said, it is limitedly approximately by the 
1,500 feet contour, and does not reach quite to the moraine. 
On the west it extends up to the moraine* along Brule creek. 
At .Storm Lake there is at one point slight evidence that the 
moraine is younger than, and rests on, the loess, though it has 
so far proven impossible to get any general or clear evidence 
bearing in this direction. It should be recalled that at the 
southern end of the Des Moines lobe, where the Wisconsin 
rests on the Kansan, there is clear evidence of the loess pass-
ing under the former drift. It is also to be remembered·that 
along the eastern side of the Des 110ines lobe there are no 
. extensive loess deposits and that in general loess is not. found 
in connection with the Wisconsin. Under exceptional circum ~ 
stances it has, however,been noted in Wisconsin bySalisburyt 
and in Peoria county, Illinois, by Leverett.:j:. In the present 
case the topographic distribution of theloess would certainly 
seem to fav()r the idea of an age relationship b~tweenit and 
the Wisconsin, and would ind.icate that this loess belongs in 
the e~ceptional category. Such a reference·, however, meets 
the difficulty that the loess, a fine material requiring quiet 
water for its rdeposition can not be easily believed to have 
been deposited over so broad an area in connection with an 
ice sheet which everywhere else is fringed by gravel and run-
ning water deposits, and which even here, shows the usual 
gravel trains. 
The character of the deposits made by the streams flowing 
from a melting ice sheet would be largely a matter of the 
competency§ of the .streams. This, in turn, is dependent upon 
*Todd: Priva.te communication. 
tSalisbury: Jour. Geol., vol. IV, pp. 929-937. 189B. 
:j:Private communication, 
§"}ilbert: Geor., Henry, Mt~., p.liO. 1877. 
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their velocity and volume, and these are factors of <the rate of 
melting and the declivity. The attempt has heretofore 
been made* to explain the phenomena mainly as due to differ-
ences in the declivity of the stream courses, and the rate of 
melting, which would at any given time condition the volume 
. of water present (the declivity remaining the same), has been 
thought to be a minor factor. If one is to accept the correla-
tion suggested and assign the loess in question to the Wis-
consin, it may be, noodful to taJke the rate of melting more 
into account. It is obvious that with a smaller volume or 
water, the declivity remaining the same, the competency, as 
well as the capacity, of the stream becomes limited. If, on 
the other hand, the volume of water. is augmented so greatly 
as to produce a pounded condition, the same result is reached. 
, It seems possible that the latter may have been the true con-
dition in the present case though nothing more than the sug-
gestion can at present be made. The matter is one of such 
grave difficulty that the determination of the nature of the 
process may well w-ait on conclusive evidence as to the facts. 
All the classes of evidence noted united in showing that the 
drift can not be Kansan. The limited amount of erosion 
which it has suffered, the general absence of weathered mate-
rials, and the small amouht and possibly local character of 
the leaching, all set it off from the deeply eroded, much 
weathered and highly colored drift of sout~ern Iowa, which is 
universall y leached, often to depths of nine or ten feet. In 
stratigraphic position alone does the drift seem to correspond 
with the Kansan and its correspondence in this particular is 
no closer than with the Illinoian. With regard to the latter 
it is by no means certain that, when isolated,patches of illinoian 
drift can as yet be discriminated. The drift of northwestern 
Iowa corresponds to the Illinoian in position, in relation'to the 
overlying loess, and so far as tested, in the amount of leach-
ing which it has suffered. Topographically the area seems 
younger than a typical Illinoian region. The streams have 
*Iowa Geal. Surv., vol. VI, p. 462. 
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not reached grade nor' are they apparently so near it as in 
Illinoian regions. Since the controlling stream .. level,the 
Missouri at8ioux City, has cut some distance below the 
general. plane UpOJl which the Plymouth county lStreams are 
working and th~ latter have high grades it is difficult. to sup;. 
pose that the' time of their activity has been long. It is also . 
true that the. general appearance of the drift is fresher than 
. the' Illinoian of southern . Iowa~ ItisconsplCuously . less. 
highly.colored. . . . 
If the drift be considered to be Iowan oneworild expect to . 
find in conformity with its behavior·elsewhere,. extensive loess 
depm~its. contemporaneous with its max~Illumdevelopment. 
In Woodbury county near North -Riverside, there are phenom'-
ena bearing on this question. * . It consists or an interbedding 
of loess and till in such manner as to leave nO'doubt that" the 
two deposits are of the same age. When first seen, because 
of the distance of the eXPQsure from any other knoWn young 
drift, the deposit was referred to. berg action at a period when 
the ice stood in the Altamont moraine. Later visits to the 
exposure in company with R. D. Salisbury has led the writer. 
to the belief that the deposits was made by landice and work 
of the past field season,.by showing the presenceoftbeyoung 
till in Prospect Hill Sioux Oity,- and in Ida and other .c()unties 
far south of what was at ,first considered its probable southern 
boundary, t offers' a ready explanation or the phenomena.· 
The balance of . evidence would seem to indicate that the 
drift is either Illinoian or Iowan, and since it has already 
been provisionally referred to the latter it may for the pres-
ent rest-in that categ.ory. Olearlyitis not :Kansan, and while 
certain illusive evidence not yet well enough in hand to dis-
'cuss, seems at times to link it with the Wisconsin, the bulk 
of the phenomena seems to indicate an earlier age . 
. " There are traces of Kansan drift at several points in. the 
region discussed. At Sioux City there are certain old gravels 
* Todd &1;ld Baln: Proc. Iowa Acad. Set., vol. II, pp. 20-23, 1895; Bam: Geology Woodbury 
county, pp. 283-284,. ,1893. 
t Iowa. Geol. Surv., vol. VJ, pl., xxviii. 
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which can. hardly be referred to anything younger. Near 
. Sioux Falls similar. old material has been Doted, and at Cor-
rectiohville,the drift deposits locally include patches which 
mus~have been derived from an older till. Well to the north 
of, Crawford county, the Kansan outcrops with all its char-
acteristicfeatures. In southern Carroll county the Kan-
san is.also well shown. In this county, by-the way, the 
three drifts are present and well displayed. The Kansan and 
Iowan (?) are sometimes confused along the border between the 
. two; and the scarcity of exposures and the thickness of the loess 
renders it impossible to trace the border. line as readily as in 
eastern Iowa. Without considerable detailed work it can 
only be outlined as running from Carroll northwest through 
the northern tier of townships in Crawford county. 
ECONOMIC P~ODUCTS . 
. Clay.-
Plymouth county is eXGeUently supplied with raw material 
for many lines of. Clay-goods. The :brickciays include mate-
rial suitable lor several 'grades of building and fire brick, and 
possibly' by combination pavers could be made. One of the 
. beds of clay preseIitcould, PE?rhaps,be used for stoneware, 
and by other combinatiorissew~r. pipe and drain tile may be 
manufactured~ BDth·~hesurface and the.underlying forma~ 
ti()nsare clay;..bearing. The Dakota and the Benton divisions 
.. of the Oolbrado contain fine clay heds· yet unused. The loess, 
the most valuabte .. clay bed of the drift series, is widely dis-
tributed; and is now in use atLe Mars. A.t present ~he 
county produces building brick only. . 
The bed of fire clay noted in the Orill mill section is of very 
good qu.ality. It is of a .white to gray color, contains very 
little grit, is quite plastic and would apparently be easily 
worked. It lies. immediately below a thin bed of lignite 
which, in turn, as shown by the section previously given, is 
qelo'o/ a heavy sandstone. A.t most stages of the water the 
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clay could he mined by simple drifting, the sandstone forming 
a good roof.· Some exploration in the vicinity shows that the 
bed is at leas1.six feet·· thick The exposures are not on a 
railwayline,thcmgtithere is an excellent wagon rpad from 
them to Westfield .. ·The same clay could probablybeohtailled 
bysinking asliaftto it at some point along the valley north 
of·· the outcrops. It rises in the hills to the south, <and has 
.. . 
been mined at North Riverside in Woodbury county. 
The following analysis, made· by Prof. G. E. Patrick, shows 
the quality of the clay.-Forcomparison analyses of certain 
standard fire clays are also given. 
I I. I II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. 
Silica'Si O2 .............. 67.42 -186.63 -55.11"'65.10- 58.76 - 54.65 - ·'56.01 
Alumina Alz Os .......... 19.93' 10.92 26~7122.22 25.10 \ 30.74 . 31.68 
Iron Fez Os. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 239 .10 4;29· ............ ; .. . . .07 1.13 
Iron Fe 0 ............................. "1....... 1.92 .. ·2.50 ............... . 
Lime Ca O. .. .. .. .. ..... .. ,55 ...... '1" : . ... .14 Trace. I .16 1.17 
M~gn.esl.·aMg.o ............. 2.5 .......... \ ...... : ....... 1.8,........... ;1.0 · .. 21 
Soda. Naz 0 .......... : ... \ .. '28 : .. ~. ~ ....... : ......... \Tr. ace. I . .12 . ;09 
Potash K z 0......... .... .10 ...... '....... .18 Trace.J I· 
Sulphurous Acid ......... " . c' ••• , ........ \ 4.16 ..... q ..... ; •• , .............. . 
~%!~!~~~a~~~~::::~: y:~:~~} .. ;:~~ ... ~:~~'lt tt~I' 'iEtg i' .. ~~:~~'I'" ~.~~ . organ;o:~tt~~ : : : : : : : : : : : iiiii~  ~I 00::: \ ~~ :~/Iloo. 00 -~ 
I. ,. Clay from Crill mill site; . G. E. Patrick, analyst. . Iron Oxidecalculated 
as Fe2 03' 
II. Van Meter, Iowa; W. S.Robinson, analyst. 
Ill. VanMet~r, Iowa; W. S. Robmson, analyst. 
IV. Stourbridge,England; C. Tookey,analyst (Percy,Met. Fuels, p. 98). 
V. Savanas (Ardeche) France; Salvetat:a;nalyst (Percy, Met. Fuels, "2. 101 ) 
VI. Mt. Savage, Md. (Tables of an.alyses of clays, Alfred Crossley,p. 20,) 
VII. St. Louis,Mo. (Crossley.) 
The Van Meter clays are the Qnes used by the Platt Pressed 
and Fire Brick Co., in the manufacture of standard fire brick. 
The Stourbridge and Mt. Savage clays are famous for the fire 
brick made from them, and the Savanas clay is used for cruci-
bles in which c'ast steel is meited, at St. Etienne. For all 
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refracto:ry purposes it is important that the clay be as free as 
possible from the alkalis and other fluxing agents. The Crill 
mill clay contains small amounts of each of these substances, 
but their total ~s not greater than the total of several clays of 
· excellent repute,and no one element is present to marked 
excess., To a certain extent, it seems that the fluxing agents 
counteract each other, so that the amounts found in this case 
do not necessarily injure the clay very gr.eatly. With proper 
care in treatment, it should be possible to make a very good grade 
of :fire brick-c-one amply refractory ~or all ordinary demands. 
By very especial care the clay might even be. used in the 
· manufacture .of refractory materials or still higher grade. 
In the Benton beds, not far above the :fire clay, one finds 
· abundant clay shale suitable for hard brick and pavers. The 
fire Clay itself is too low in fluxing materials to allow it tobe 
made up into paving brick economically. The Benton shales 
are not so pure and are accordingly better adapted to this 
work. A mixture of the two. would probably give excellent 
results. .F()r making sewer pipe, loess could be mixed wit~ 
the clays to increase the percentage of silica. 
Asidefrolll the Cretaceouselays just described, and which 
outcrop only in the southwestern portion of the county, the 
loess affords the most important source of materialfDr the 
brick industry. It is abundant, widely' distributed, easily 
manipulated and yields an excellent brick. It can be made up 
by hand, worked as a stiff mud, or manufactured by the dry-
.pressprocess.The latter seems to be the. bestt'reatment 
from the phase of the loess found here. It is light, open and 
porous and, when put through the dry-press, should yield a . 
hard, smooth-surfaced brick. However moulded, it may be 
burned to an excellent, and even cherry, 'color at moderate 
heat. There is probably no widely distributed material which 
can be so cheaply manipulated, and is capable of yielding such 
an excellent :fini~h brick, as the loess. In Plymouth county, 
the materhtl is of as good quality as any found in the state. 
The only restrictions on its use are the necessity of importing 
31 G Rep. 
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fuel apd the presence in much 9£ it of lime balls. The latter 
can usually be avoided in digging. 
The Le Mars Brick and Tile Co~""haveworks in the northern 
part of that town.:. The present company has only been in 
operation since 1892, though brick had been" made at LeMars 
before that date by other firms. The pit shows a thickness of 
about eight feet of loess, somewhat plastic but rather~riable, 
overlying certain sand and gravel beds also worked by the 
company. In color the clay is in the main buff, but it shows 
horizontal bandings of yellow and blue drab. It carries a few' 
lime balls which are usually in distinct bands. There are also 
occasional thin streaks of fine gravel well up into the loess. 
The clay is tempered in a pit, moulded on a 11artin horse-
power machine, dried under sheds on pallets and burned in 
up-draft kilns. They are of good weight and color and meet a 
ready sale. 
At present this the only plant operating in Plymouth county. 
At Sioux City, to the south, there are extensive works, using 
both the loess alid the Cretaceous clays andiri Sioux "county, 
to the north, there are brickworks at Orange City and 
Hawarden. The works at.the latter point use the" Pierre shale 
to good effect. They have been recently burned, but will 
doubtless be .rebuilt. 
Cement. 
The manufacture of Portland cement is a rapidly expanding 
industry. In 1897 the production has been estimated* at 
2,100,000 barrels with a value of $3,570,000.. The production 
and imports for the preceding four years as given in the 
Eighteenth A.nnual Report of the United.States "Geological 
Survey are :noted below. 
+< Eng. Min. Jour., p. 3. Jan. 1, 1898. 
~: 
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TABLE 1. 
1891. 1893. \ 1895. 1896. 
BARRELS. BARRELS\~r BARRELS BARRELS. 
Production in the United States 454,813 590,652 I 990,324 1,543,023 
Imports .......... , .............. 2,988,313 . 2,674,149 2,997;395 2,989,597 
Total. ................. " .... 3,443,126 3,264,801 3,987,719 4,532,620 
Exports .......... ..... .. ........... .. .... " ........... 14,276 83,682 85,486 
Totat consumption ~ ...... 3,443,126 3,250,~5 3,904,087 4,447,134 
Percentage of tota.l consumption I 
13.2\ lS.2 25.3 I 34.7 produced in the United States, 
. 
It will be noted that while the consumption has in that time 
in.creased about thirty. per cent the imports have remained 
stationary. The large consumrtion-has been met by domestic 
manufacturing. New factories have been built and old ones 
elllargeduntil practically -a new industi'y has -been created. 
In 1896 Portland cement was made in eleven states, asis shown 
by the table given below. . 
PRODUCTION OF P03.TLAND CEMENT IN 1896. * 
NO. OF\ . VALUE NOT 
. WORKS: BARRELS. INCLUDING 
. PACKAGES. 
STATE. 
~C~al~il~o~rn~i~a-.. -.. ~.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.----.-. -.~ .. -.-.. -.~.-.. -.-.. ~.-.I·--~1~·I--~9,~~~"-I~$--~1=S~,~= 
South Dakota .. .... .. ... ,....................... 1 24,000 48,000 
·illinois .: ......................... '.. . . .. .. . . . . .. . 1 3,000 I 5,2qO 
Indiana .. ~ .......................... :.. .. . .. .. .. . 1 9,000 . 15,750 
Michigan.. . ... .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .4.000 7,000 
New york ............. _......................... 7 260.787 443,175 
New Jersey .............................. _....... 2 247;100 370,650 
Ohio ............. __ ............ ..... ............. 4 153,082 267,892 
Pennsylvania............................ ........ 7 825,054 1,224,294· 
Texas .... ' .. " . ' ............................ " . . . . . 1 8,000 24,000 
Utah· ..................... , .... , ......................... . 
Total. . _ • .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . ... .. .. ... .. . .. . . 26 1,543,023 $ 2,424,011 
In addition to the pla-uts in operation at that tIme there are 
several others since built or now building. This remarkable 
gr'owthis the result of a largely increased demand. Notonly 
is cement being applied to a large number of new use~ but 
larger quantities are being used in old lines of work. For 
"'Eighteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol: Sut-v., pt. v, p. 1170. 
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example, while it has long been extensively used in the manu:. 
facture of concr~te, there is now a much largea.mount of con-
crete used., In, Qurown state the recent wideuse:ofbrick 
paving has. absorbed a larg~amount of cement; concrete is ' 
also being ~oreand"more 'used in river improvement work 
, for locksand,dams, and the railways are ,using largeamou:nts 
farmakiIl.g culverts, andbridgeabutments~This,great 
,expansion of the ~eIIlefit ,industry -in the face of the general 
business depres,sion of ,'rec~nt years has beeJ+ a very striking 
event. If the erection of new mills continues at-the present 
rate,productiofi.rnustsoon'inevitablycatchup with the demand 
and prices be lowered.' As will be seeniromthe figurefS 
alreadygiven~hereis_stin r()om fora considerable expansion 
so long as so large~1ia:mount of foreigIl cement isabs?rb~d, 
by the local .. market. ,It is now conceded that, American 
cements arefllllytlleequaL?f any Joreign brand and :in the 
local market they Illust a,lways "have the ,advantages of not 
having to undergo a lOIlgsea voyage.. In the .future when 
competition becomes keen, the mills which arehest equipped 
.01' best located, or those which have materials most cheaply, 
prepared, will1Je-the ones to, command the trade. , ' 
Inth~,mariufacture of cements 'the essentials arecalciulll,' 
silica andalumin:a. ''rhe two latter are usually obtai:nedfrom 
clay. ThefQrmermay be derived from limestone, chalk or 
marl. As a matter of fact alargeamounto£' cement 'is made ' 
=-.. "- -. ," . ,-.-: 
frolll argillaceous lilnesto.newhicli fwnishes the calciuIll and 
a portion of the 'alumina and silica .. ,' Ip som~fore~gn mills a 
very pure limestone is used,butingeneral Ame:ri~~m Illanu-
.-_., . - - " . - ~- -' -' '-
facturershaveprefered to handlesofter materials so a.s to 
avoid the expeIise of crushing and grinding. Of these soft 
materials both chalk and ~arlhayebeen'used and each has 
. . - -
itfSadvanta.g~s and disadvantages. ,The former is;in use at 
the Yankton works not far .west of Plymouth county and is 
also the hasisforthe cement made at White Cliffs," Ark. 
.Marl has been used principally in New Jersey, Ohlo and' 
Michigan. ' While marls similar to that i~ uSe in the latter 
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states is known to . occur in Iowa, so· far no beds have· been 
located which ate extensive enough to warrant the e~tablish­
merit ofa cement mill. The chalkthenseems~to bethe m03t 
awilable material' and the most extensive e~posures of chalk 
occriralong the Big Sioux, mairtly in Plymouth county. The . 
distriblltionoI the beds andsectlons showirigtheir thickness 
havealreadybeen given. It is obvious that the quantity 
present is sufficient to warrantinv~stment. it remains to 
examine the qualiiy and to inquire as to the trade conditions. 
Messrs. R B. and W.B. Newberry, as the result of a series 
of careful experiments, summarize th~ -chemical features of 
cement . making as follows.* 
"The conclusions to which the writers are led by the above 
experiments may-be briefly statedasfoUows: 
"1. The essential constituents of Portland cement are tri-
calciu~ silicate with varying proportions ofdi.;calcium alumi-
. nate. This composition-may therefore be expressed by the 
formula 
. "From this formula it may he. calculated that the correct 
proportion of lime,. by weight, i.n Portland cement, is2.8'times 
the silica plus 1.1tim~s thea lumina. . .... 
"2: Iron oxide combines wit1;llime at ahighheat, and acts 
like~IU:IDib.aitl promoting-the combination of siIica a:nd lime; . 
_For practicalplirposes, however, the presence of 'iron oxide 
in a clay need not be considered in calculating.·tb.e proportion 
01 lime req uire~~ -. . -. . . _ 
. "3. Alkalies,so far asindicated by the behavior of soda, are 
·of no v:alu~ in promoting the combination of. lime and silica, 
and probably play no part in the formation of cement~ 
"4. Magnesia, though possessing marked hydraulic prop-
erties when ignited aione, yields no hydraulic products when 
heated with silica, 'alumina or clay, and probably plays no 
part in the formation of cement. It ·is incapable of replacing 
'* Cement and Eng. News" vol. IV. No 1, p, 5_ 1893 
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lime in cement mixtures, the composition of which should he 
calculatedonthe.basis,of the lime only, without regard to the 
magnesia' present. " 
U si1;lg theformlliagiven X (3 CaO Si O2 ) + Y (. 2 CaO 
A12 0 a ) they ~ade up and tested cements as indicated below, * 
from which the theoretical composition of pure cement may 
lie seen. 
FORMULA X ( 3 CaO 8iO) +Y (2 CaO Al 0). 
" 
'" . 0 
o 
00 
PAT TEST. . HOT· TEST. 
Tensile str'ngth 
~ sq.inchin 
section . 
7 days.· d~s. 
-' ~-' -- --' -' , ---~.....,......--I'-~-.,-'---'-------Silica.~e , ... 95.8l ~"'6'~ 72" '., "19.9.i;911 '2 00 Set har,d, sound, Alumniate. 4.21 .,. 1 ~. I _."'. on glass. 
~=.k'1:1} '''!71 90 'UQ 400 set~:t~~unil, 
Sili,cate ...... ',85" .3 t 2 39' ~IO,'55~ ,'),'}. '45 "7 '00' Set,ha,r, d"S, au, ~d, Aluminate14.7J: ' . "'... '. off glass. . 
Silicate ... ·.74.8! 911;; '68·' ,3119 69'1900,setquiek, sound, 
Aluminate25.2j (.J. v.. .. ,! off glass. 
Sound, off glass, . 
hard. I Sound, off glass, 
r 
hard. 
Sound,onglass, I 
. hard. 
I Sound; on glass, 
. hard. I 
. . 
. . - - ... . : 
154 173 
148 2"27 
18Q 005 
105 84 
The actual eompostionof the leadingcem€mtson the market 
is given,belowt the figures being takenfr6m the paper quoted. 
. '. . 
CALCIUM SILICATES. 
FORMULA, PATTEST. ROTT'EST. 
... 
. 0 
...... 
rn 
2 C2 SiD .......... ~85 65.ll34.89 Sethard,hard 7 days, .hard 6 ··'!sound.on glass, hard. 
2* CaO Si02 ....... 2.3.3\7.°.001 .30.00 S. et. S.oft'fa1rr:i:~"s~7 day, S', hard 1 S<fu.' Ild,on glass,. hal', d. 
3 CaO Si02 ........ 2.80· n.6s 26.32\ Set. soft, fairly hard 7days,hal'd 6 SOUild,on.glass, hard. 
3* CaO Si0 2 ....... .3.27176.56; 23.4401 craCkedsoft,'i~~;hard6We!kS'1 Sound,onglass.hard . 
. An analysis made by Mr. W~ B.N ewberry of the chalk as 
exposed at Hawarden is given below. 
* Cement and Eng. News,vol. III,No, 6, p. 8.5. 1897. 
t Cement andEng.~ews, vol. HI, No.5, p. 76. 1897. 
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Insoluble ............... '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21.95 
Silica .•............... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 
Iron and Alumina. (oxides). ; ............... ;........... 6.68 
Calcium carbonate .................................... ~ 64.30 
Magnesium carbonate .... : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.38 
Total. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .................... 99.03 
This shows that the material while in other regards suitable 
for use, is too low in calcium carbonate. To manufacture 
cement. from it, it would be necessary to mix in purer mate-
rial. Partial analyses of material from the region, made for 
the Survey by Dr. J. B. Weems, give the following results. 
1. n. 
Calcium carbonate .............. ; .............. 83.70 94.39 
Magnesium carbonate.......................... 2.48 .70 
Water ............................. :........... .03 .06 
. T .. Chalk rock from old quarries on Big Sioux river south of Westfield. 
II. Chalk rock from Deep creek northeast of Le Mars, Sw. Sec. 2, American Tp. 
These samples show an abundance of calcium carbonate and 
suitable freedom from magnesia .. While some of the material 
would probably not run so pure, the samples analyzed stand 
for a very large portIon of it and indicate that by suitable 
selection an excellent cement mixture could be made up. 
Chemically then the material is suitable. 
In its physical character the chalk rock 'is well adapted to 
the work. It is homogeneous, easily quarried and easily 
crushed. It could be. manipulated by simple machinery as 
has been proven at Yankton. It is well adapted to the ordi-
nary wet process. Suitable clay is found near the chalk both 
at Le ~Iars qilld Westfield. Rail way facilities at Le 11ars are 
good and the Westfield. deposits could be connected with the 
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway by an inexpensive 
track along the river bottom on an old grade still in fair pres-
ervation. In the matter of fuel the plant would be at the 
disadvantage of having to ship in its coal but with the new 
Arlborg kiln as a.dapted to this work fuel at $2 per ton amounts 
to only five cents per barrel of cement. * 
* Newberry: Cement and Eng. News, p. 53 .. Oct, 1897; Eighteenth ann. Rept. U. B. Geol. 
Burv. 
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To summarize it may be stated that the cenient industry is 
rapidly expanding and is me,etinga growing market. There 
are opportunities for' the manufacture of Portland cement 
near LeMars and Westfield; each site would have the advan-
tage of excellentmateriaLeasily worked,and of ready ,railway 
connection. The plant would be prepared to supply an 
important district with no neighboring competition except 
from Yankton. With the exception of, thefueLcost, whichis 
relatively unimportant, the plant would be well prepared to 
compete with eastern factories. 
In a choice between the, two sites it should be remembered 
that the Westfield locality would offer the advantages ofcer-
taina,bundance of material, and would allow of the simultan-
eo us opening and use of an excellent fire clay. It would 
require alonger railwayspur. At LeMars itis uncertain, "in 
the absence, of test :pits,that the chalk beds are extensive 
enough' to warrant investment. The site would, however, 
have the advantage of ready competitioni1lrailway connection. 
If either site 'is to be utilized it should1Jeclone without delay 
so that the new mill may be established before the impending' 
period of close competition. The mill should 'also be built 
with aview of the greater economy in operation, rather'than 
in first cost, and should be placed in experienced' hands; 
otherwise it would probably soon prove to be a bad investment. 
Lim,e. 
In the early days the chalkrock was burned at a number of 
localities for Eme, but in recent years the magnesian limes of 
the eastern portion of the stateaud elsewhere have driven 
the local product out of the market. As is shown by, t~e 
analyses already given the chalk rock would only yield a non-
magnesian or white lime. This is more difficult to handle and 
to use, and is less satisfactory than the darker colored mag-
nesian limes, and it is doubtful whether ,a local plant could be 
made to pay. There is, however, in some quarters a large· 
marke,t for the white limes and the matter would be worthy 
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oiinvestigation, particularly in event of the establishment of 
cement or other works for utilizing the chalk in other ways. 
! -
Coal. 
At va.rious times in the past prospecting for coal has been-
undertaken within the limits of the county. The active work 
has been confined to two localities, one an the Big Sioux river 
near Westfield, a.hdthe other at' Le Mars. Some diamond 
drill work has also been done not far north of Chatsworth, in 
. Sioux county. At the Westfield locality, more specifically at 
the Crill mill site, . the lignite vein alr.eady mentioned outcrops 
near the water level. In 1894 the Plymouth Mining Co. 
undertook to explore this vein, and a drift was driven in at the 
water's 'edge. . It was found -that, while the bed thickened 
sorriewhat underthehill,thequalityremainedpoor, and that 
the amount of clay mixed with the lignite was so great as to 
render the whole of no value. A shaft sunk to the vein back 
some distance from the river confirmed the opinion derived 
from the bed as shown in the drift, and the work was wisely 
abandoned. 
In the course of the drilling between Chatsworth and 
Hawardenannmber of thin veins of lignite were developed, 
but iiothingwhich in quality or extent would warrant invest-
nient.Theseresults are particularly trustworthy, as the work 
was carried on with the best machinery anq. under the direc-
tion of experienced'and reliable men. They fully confirmed 
the conclusions derived from a geological stu.-dy of the region 
that the lignite veins of the region are valueless, and that 
the Cretaceous will, in this state, never be an important coal 
producer~ 
The question whether underlying the Cretaceous there may 
be outlying pockets of coal measures involves some broader 
questions. Between the close -of the Carboniferous and the 
opening of the Cretaceous, there was a long period in which 
the Iowa was a land surface and was exposed to vig0rous ero-
SIon. In this _period broad areas of coal measures were 
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undoubtedly cut to pieces and the material carried away by 
the streams. In. eastern. Towathere are outliers' of' coal ' .. 
measures which are now separated from the main field by 
wide stretches 01 barren '. country. . The connecting strata 
were doubtl~sscutaway; in part, before the Cretaceous, and 
itseelns pro ba,bie that if from northwestern Iowa theov.~r lying 
drift and Cretaceolls beds could, be cl(:3ared away a similar 
sta teof ,a:ffair~s would be found., -. I t}sby no' . means certain 
.that when the coal measures were . being deposited t~e sea 
extended Qvermuch. of northwestern Iowa,and it is well 
known the coaLis not co"extensive with the(~oalmeasures. 
In View. of these facts the prob~bility of striking v~lu~ble 
beds of ' coal iu the region is seen to be-very slight. . .... 
Several'deep holes have been 'putdown -in tl1e region; At 
Sioux City, PonGa, Neh."Hull; Sanborn and Qherok¢e, wells' 
or' exploratoryholesha.ve -been slInk . far b,EHow the level of 
anypossible coal ,'Yith negative. reslllts;At;~e, Mars,:" three: 
holes, of whi~h . we have cOIllP~ete .or,parti~l :r({cords,h~vebl?e.n 
put down. Thedriilib.gsfrom()ne:ofthese;.~asex~n:tined,bY 
Todd. * 1;he second well, so fara,sarecord of it is 0 pta in able, ' 
confirms the first. . The two ,apparently indicate' thatCr.etac-
eous strata ,oIthe usttalcharactercontinue'down. to the 
. underlying gneiss. It wouldnot'be, impossible,however" 
thatsom~ofthebedsreferred to the Cretac~oiIs,shouldreally 
belong' to the, coal'· IIleasures. As ~ortonsllggests, . however , 
the former hypothesis finds support iIlthe'recordsof the 
Sanborn and Cherokee wells. . 
The-third drill hole was put down southeast of the town, 
(Tp. 92N~, R. XLVW., Sec. 15), by C~ P.,Woodwa)"d, who'has 
furnished the following careful rec()rd~ . 
, ' 
*Proc. Iowa. Acli.d~ SeL, ,,01; r,llt~ 11; p.14; sse also N:orton, Iowa"'Geol. SUlV., vol. VI, IIp. 
232-233. 189'1. . . . 
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FEET THICKNESS. DEPTH. 
59. Drift .............. : ......... , ............. 25 25 
58. Bluish-black clay, with bituminous matter 
and gypsum.............. ............... 25 50 
57. Bituminous matter and gypsum........... 10 60 
56. Soapstone and clay, organic matter, colored 
by iron oxide and carbonate of lime and 
magnesia .......................... ; . . . ... 19 79 
55. Bed rock; very hard, ferruginous sandstone: 
slightly calcareous .. ;................... 3t 83 
" 54. Calcareous sandstone, iron oxide, first seam 
of lignite, one inch; also .sulphate of 
magnesia .............................. . 
53. Arenaceous, chalky, and calcareous stone, 
with marly partings containing nearly 
pure calcium ~arbonate ..... : .......... . 
52. Calcareous marl. ............ '.'-.' ......... .. 
2' ~ 
1 
85t 
93 
94 
51.. Calcareous fragments. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . 1 95 
50. Slate, rotten, bituminous, calcareous...... 6 101 
M); Slate, slightly calcareous " ... " ........... 11 112 
48. Shale, calcareous.. .. .. .. . .. . . .. ... . . .. . . .. 1 113 
47. Slate, rotten, bituminous, and shale....... 12 . 125 
46. Soapstone and slate ........ , .. _. . . . . . . . . . .. . 6 131 
45. Shale, calcareous. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . 1 132 
44. Shale, calcareous and siliceous; mineral-
bearing .. _ .........• ~ .. ' ..... ~ • . . . . . . . . . . . 5 137 
43. Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 145 
42. Shale, very hard" . ; ....... ; .. . .. . .. . . . . .. 1 146 
41 .. Limestone, in bands, hard, bituminous.... 12 158 
40. Slate, bituminous, and shale, with streaks 
of coal and limestone ............ _ . . . . . . . . 4 162 
39. Shale, hard slate and shale, wind veins 
blowing sand out of top of well at 175 feet 13 175 
38. Slate and shale, with limestone bands and 
openings .......... _ .. ~ ............ _ .... . 
37. Conglomerate, hard ........... _ ......... . 
36. Sa"ndstone, hard, ferruginous, calcareous, 
with slate streaks ....................... . 
35. Sandstone, reddish:-brown, ferruginous ... . 
34. Rotten siliceous rocks,slate and blackjack. 
33. Slate and fire clay, with streaks of hard coal 
39 .... Sandstone, micaceous, with streaks of fine 
clay .. "" _ ............ " ... '" ..... _ ....... . 
31. Fire clay and slate ..... _ ................. . 
30. Sandstone, hard, micaceous. ; ........... _ .. 
29. Slate, bituminous ........................ . 
4 
2 
6 
8 
6 
4 
6 
4 
5 
2 
179 
181 
187 
195 
201 
205 
211 
215 
220 
222 
363 
364 
/ 
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FEET THICKNESS: DEPTH. 
28. Upper coal basin ...... -.............. ,..... 21 224! 
27. Fire clay, 6feet;saIidsto~e, 1 foot......... It ·226 
26. SandstOne, dark; organic, ............. , .. . 
25. Shale, bituminous ......... · ................ . 
24. CoaL .. : ................................. . 
23. Fire clay, fine coal. .. , .•..... " . " .....•.. 
22. . Soapstone and slate, limestone and coal 
streaks ............................. , ... '.' 
21. Shale, arenaceous, coal in streaks ..... , , .. 
20. Black oxide of iron (magnetic) hard, solid. 
19. Same with soapstone ..................... . 
18. Gypsum and soapstone ................... -. 
17. Soapstone,hard ferruginous, with gypsum. 
16. Coal and· slate ........................ ; ... . 
- 15. Slate and fire clay, pyrite ...... _.: ...... . 
14. Soapstone ................................ . 
13. Chert ........................... ~ . . .. . ... . 
12. Soapstone.;.,.......... . ............... . 
11. Slate, bituminous; with pyrite. , .... -..... . 
10; Slate, bituminous, siliceous with pyrite •.. 
9. Slate, fine-grained with pyrite .... , ....... . 
8. Sandstone, broWn, ferruginous, with streaks 
of coal and slate ........ , ..... ii.; •••• : •••• 
7. Sandstone, brown, ferruginous withheayy 
spar ......... ,. , ........................ . 
5 231 
3t 234! 
H- 236 
1 237 
5 242 
! 242% 
6 21St 
6 252t 
6 258t 
4l 263t 
,t, 263! 
4t 268 
15 
6 
9 
8 
283 
283t 
300 
306 
315 
323 
33! 
6. Shales, quartz crystals.................... 6 340 
5. Shale, Ierruginous,calcareous ...... ; ... : .. . 10 350 . 
4. Quartz rock and· spar ............. ; .. , . . . . . 14 364 
3. Sandstone, ferruginous, with fluorspar .. ~ . .6 370 
2. Shales, siliceous, witb.streaksof carbon... 6 -- 376 
1. Coal, solid vein ........... : .... : ........ .: ..5 381 
This work was done with a churn drill, hut seems to have 
. . . 
been very carefully executed. The coal drillingsdo not differ 
in appearance from those obtained in ordinary work at various 
points in the Iowa. field. . Proximate analyses showed that 
the percentages of fixed carbon, ash, and volatil~ matter, were 
not higher than usual with Iowa coal, and· would, fo that 
e~ent, indicate-that the coal was -Carboniferous, rath~r than 
Cretaceous. The ~~sem"blage of strata witll the coal,issp.ch 
as might come from either formation, so that while· there is 
no decisive evidence, it is quite possible that the drill kere 
tapped a coal measure outlier. 
.• 
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If this be true, it-is quite pro bablB that the coal is valuable. 
The mattercan onlybe authoritatively determined, however, by 
further drill holes, so placed as to outline the limits of the bed. 
Water Supply. 
. The streams of Plymouth county furnish a large amount of 
water which is available for stock and steam purposes. The 
area enjoys a good annual raJnfall. . At Smithland, not far 
south of the county limits, observations show the average 
rainfallfor nine years to have been 24.45 inches. * Owing to 
the fact that the surface is covered with loess, the larger por-
tionofthis precipitation becomes available for agricultural 
purposes, and droughts are infrequent and slight. 
The great thickness and wide va~iety in composition of the 
surface formations, makes it usually easy to obtain a good 
well at slight expense. The Dakota sandstone, which farther 
west affords such an abundant supply of artesian water, under- . 
lies the county and apparently constitutes largely the supply 
of groundwater .. Artesian well$ are, however, theexception, 
th9ugh they are not unknown. In general the water does not 
rise high enough to overflow. At Oyens, in a well 19.0 feet 
deep, the water comes up over 100 feet. It is of good quality 
. and is abundant in quantity. The fact that the Missouri and 
the Big Sioux have cut down deep into the Dakota, prevents 
it from being so important a source of water supplies as far-
ther west. Much of the water which it carries is drained out 
by these streams and their tributaries. 
Soils. 
Plymouth county is essentially an agricultural county. Its 
wide, gently· rolling prairies are closely cultivated. The loess, 
which forms the surface formation, affords a soil of great fer-
tility which is ea'sily cultivated. Over most of the county 
there are no stumps, stone or other hindrances to cultiva-
tion, and, except along the western border in the immediate 
*Ann. Rept. Iowa. Weather Serv., 1896, p. 55. 
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The Survey has received' much ,~ssistance in 'the course of 
its work:Irom various parties, both ~ithin .andwithout -the , 
county. Particuhirobligatiohsare felttoJ udge G.W~Wak:e.;. , 
fielq, Hon. Ed~M. Chassell,,:Mr.W. J.WermliandMr. Gus 
Pech for advice and assistance in the field work,t(r)11'.S~ B~.' 
Newberry, of Sandusky" OhiQ, for testsofc~ID.elltIUat~rlai; 
and Prolessors Calvin, Chamberlin, SalisbUI'ya:nd'T6dd'for 
assistancejn the study of -the'Pleis,toGEme. Tot~ese.,.aridt() 
the many others wlioha veffeely gi-v-en thefttirne'ahdservices 
to the 'work, theauthor'smostgr~t~ful ackndwleq.gmellts'are ':. ,,' 
tendered. 
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